Symbols

1D bar code 207
24/7 289–291
2D bar code 207–208
2D scanners 214
80/20 rule. See Pareto Principle

A

A-frames 234
ABC classifications 84–89, 160
  ABC by average inventory investment 84, 180
  ABC by dollars sold/consumed 84
  ABC by units sold/consumed 84
  ABC by velocity 84
  calculating 86, 87
  what’s wrong with 92
Absolute dollar variance 155, 161
Absolute piece variance 155, 161
Accountability 69–75. See also Responsibility
Accuracy
  importance of 64–65
  perception of 79
  proving 183
Accuracy audit. See Audits: accuracy

Accuracy measurement. See Measurement
Active RFID tags 228
ActiveX control 211
ADC. See Automated data capture
Advanced Shipment Notifications 45, 255
AGV. See Automated guided vehicles
Aisle 239
Allocations 80, 97, 103, 258, 263
Annual physical inventory. See Physical inventories
APICS 27
ASN. See Advanced Shipment Notifications
ASQ 27
ASRS. See Automated storage and retrieval systems
Audits
  accuracy 134, 160, 180–183
  data 190–192
  locations 118, 185
  Autodiscrimination 215
Automated data capture 43
Automated guided vehicles 234
Automated storage and retrieval systems 234
Automatic mode 5
Automation 43, 233
Availability checking 258

B

Backflushing 43, 302–307
Backorders 170
Bad ideas 27
Bar code
   1D symbologies 207
   2D symbologies 207–208
   and physical inventories 147, 207–217
   bar code fonts 211
   on cycle count sheet 131
   on pick tags 38
   printing 209–212
   scanners 212–216
      programmable 41–42, 216–217
   verifiers 210
Bar code printer 210
Batch computers 218
Batch data changes 309
Batch picking 233, 244, 260
Batch-level transactions 44
Benchmarking 163–164, 172–178
Big bang 309
Bills of material 190, 191, 305
Bin 240
Blind counts 106–108, 147
   and physical inventories 141
   example of count sheet 122
   recounts 110
Bluetooth 224
BOM. See Bills of material
Brainstorming 27
Bulk materials 253, 304
Business objectives 26, 64

C

Calculators 197–198
Capacity 61
   locations 190
Carousel 232
Carton 12
CCD scanner 213–214
Check characters 208, 226
Check digits. See Check characters
Check-weighing 204–205
Checks
   as basis for performance measures 72, 166–169
   as control methods 77
   built-in checks 77
   cost of 170
   putting formal checks in place 59–61
   receiving 252–255
   shipping 259
   unapproved 78
   verifying 78
Clonable 216
Code 128 207
Commodity 98
Compliance labels 207
Compliance to procedures. See Accountability
Computer error, 18
Computer programs 40–45
   modifying 33, 40. See also Integration
   setup options 40
Conditional formatting 33, 37, 124
Confirmation transactions. See Transaction by exception
Containers 12
   standardized 12
Continuous improvement. 26, 28
Contract manufacturers 280
Control group 105–106
Control methods 75–80
Control policy 67, 75
Cordless scanners 212
Cost of accuracy measurement 172
Cost of checking. 170
Costs of errors 27
Count frequencies 84–89
Count opportunities 290
Count sheets 90, 142
Count tags 90, 144–147
Counting
  how to 248–251
  mechanically 116, 199–204
Counting scale 199–204, 253
Cross-docking 244
Cross-training 56–57
Custom forms 39
Custom reports 192
Cycle count period 88
Cycle Counting
  and accuracy measurement 152, 160–162
  as replacement for annual physical inventory 134
blind counts 106–108
combining count logic 100–102
count options 95–102
count sheet examples 122
definition of 81
in 24/7 operations 290–291
making adjustments 103
purpose of 82
recounting variances 110
setting up and running 102–121
standard cycle count program 84–94
  approving counts 91
  entering counts 90
recounts 90
running 89
  setting count frequencies 84
  variance report 90
  what's wrong with 92–94
Cycle time 25, 61

D
Damage 298
Data auditing 190–192
Data elements 31–40
  data element identifiers 32, 38
  formatting 33
  grouping 32
  key data elements 31, 35
  secondary data elements 31
Data identifier 209, 217
Data Matrix bar code 207–208
Data selection 33
Data sequencing 33
Decoded scanner 214
Decoders 215–216
Demand 97
Depth of field 213, 214
Difficult to count items 93
Direct thermal printing 209–210
Directed transactions 44, 243, 259
Discipline 48, 70, 74
Distribution requirements planning 97, 277–278
Dock-to-stock 252
Document-level transactions 44
Documents
  designing/modifying 30–40
  examples
    count tags 145, 146
    count verification labels 143
    cycle counting 122
    location audit 186
    picking 34
  training materials 50
DRP. See Distribution requirements planning

E
EDI 45
Empty location report 187
Entering counts 90
Enterprise resource planning 29, 34, 41
Environmental factors 9–19
  housekeeping 11
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inventory characteristics 12
item identification 13
item packaging 12
lighting 9
noise 10
storage methods 15
temperature 10
transaction profiles 18
weather 10

Equipment
and physical inventories 140

ERP. See Enterprise resource planning

Errors
communicating 74
cost of 27
type profiles 19–20
individual's relationship to 20
picking 262
problems when fixing 261
task relationship to 19
types
computer 18
focus-related 2–3, 7
knowledge-related 2
memory-related 6

Event-triggered counting methods
95, 96–97

Exception reports 187–190. See also
Reports: exception

Expediting 170

F
Faking the count 120, 121, 160
First-in-first-out 244, 257, 276
Fixed-position scanner 213
Floor stock 292
Floor-to-system 182
Flow chart 50
Focus-related errors. See Errors:
types: focus-related
Forced counts 99, 159
Forms 39, 50

Freezing inventory balances 89, 103
Frontline Solutions Expo 196

G
Gaylord 12
Gender 21
Good count bad count. 152–154, 161
Graphical user interface 30
Green pen rule 254
GUI. See Graphical user interface

H
Hand counting 248–251
Hand-held computers 218–222
Hand-held scanners 212
Headmount display 223
High-density storage 17
Housekeeping. 11, 139
Human-machine interface 29

I
IF THEN ELSE 101
Implementations 308
In-transit quantity 277–278
Inbound quantity 277–278
Incentives 57, 73
Inner packs. See Unit packs
Integrated scanners 221
Integration 234–238, 243
Inventory adjustments
cycle counting 103
under the effects of 117–120
Inventory characteristics 12
Inventory system
understanding 103–104, 192
Item
identification 13–15
numbering schemes 13–15
Item history file. See Transaction
history file
Item master 190, 191, 268, 306
Item register. See Transaction history file

J
JIT. See Just-in-time
Just-in-time 13

K
Keyboard wedge interface 215, 216–217
Kits 275

L
Labels 39
   bar code label software 211
      compliance 207
         used in physical inventories 143
Lane 240
Laser scanners 213–214
Last count date 88, 121, 149
License plates 257
Light tree 232
Light-directed systems 231–233
Line spacing 31, 35
Linear bar code. See 1D bar code
Linux operating system 222
Locations
   auditing 118, 185, 256
      capacity 190
         counting by 98
      fixed 15
      identification 18
         numbering schemes 239–242
   logical. See Logical location
      machine 290, 306
      random 15, 256
      slotting 16
      staging 18, 105, 189, 241
Locator system 3, 61, 238–242, 258
Logical location 264, 281, 290
Logical variance location 118, 121
Lost inventory 93, 117–120, 170, 182, 185
Lot tracking 244, 276

M
Machine counters 206
Machine locations 290, 306
Macros 41, 217
Management's responsibility 65–69
Manufacturing 288
Manufacturing accuracy 168–169
Manufacturing execution systems 245
Material requirements planning 97
Materials list 302
MaxiCode 207–208
Measurement 151
   benchmarking 163, 172–178
      general accuracy 152–162
         absolute dollar variance 155
            absolute piece variance 155
               good count bad count 152–154
                  net dollar variance 154
                     net piece variance 154
                        root cause 158
                           transactional variance calculations 158
                        impact of inaccuracy 169–172
                           individual performance 71–73
                              specific-process accuracy 165–169
Memory-related errors. See Errors:
      types: memory-related
MES. See Manufacturing execution systems
MHMS 27
Middleware 236
Minimum standard. See Measurement:
      individual performance
Modifications. See Computer programs: modifying
Move tag 44, 189, 243
Multi pack. See Unit packs
Multi-item location report 187
Multi-plant 190, 277–278. See also Distribution requirements planning

N

Negative allocation 263
Negative inventory 190, 265–267
Net dollar variance. 154, 161
Net piece variance. 154, 161
New location report 187
Next count date 88
Non-English speaking employees 56
Non-stock inventory 268–270

O

Obsolete inventory 170
Omni-directional scanner 213
Open manufacturing orders 188
Open shipping orders 187
Opportunity counts 99
Order as needed 268
Order checking 259. See also Checks: putting formal checks in place
Order picking process 258–261
Outbound quantity 277–278
Outside operations 293–296
Outsourcing 280–282

P

Packaging 12
inner packs 12
Pallet rack 17
Palm operating system 222
Paperless 30, 220, 225, 231
picking 258
Pareto Principle 85
Part numbering scheme. See Item: identification: numbering schemes
Partial pallets or cases 257
Parts list. See Materials list
Passive RFID tags 228
Past due receipts 189
PDA. See Personal digital assistant
PDF. See Portable document format
PDF417 207–208
People
dedicated accuracy personnel 120
relationship to errors 20
Periodic physical inventories. See Physical inventories
Personal digital assistant 222
Personal wireless 224
Physical inventories 99, 133–150
avoiding 135, 150, 183
conducting 135–149
execution 148–149
methodology 140–148
preparation 137–140
objectives of 140–141
problems with 133, 135–137
reasons for 133
Pick tags 38, 258
Pick-to-light 231–233
Pick-to-trailer 260
Picking accuracy 166–167
Piece weight 201
Pilferage. See Theft
Planned order 97
Point-of-use inventory 292, 303
Portable bar code printer 210
Portable computers 218–224
and cycle counting 99
and physical inventories 147
and putaway 257
and WMS 243–244
Portable document format 51
Postproduction issuing 303–307
Preproduction issuing 302–303
Presentation programs 51
Printing bar codes 209–212
Procedures 46–62
documenting 46–49
formatting 49–52
Process evaluation 26–29
accuracy measurement 165–169
alternatives 27
and cycle counting 82–83
brainstorming 27
monitoring for compliance to
procedures 76
objectives 26
reevaluating 28
Process-correction cycle 19
Production run 96
Production scrap 297
Program generators 237
Programmable scanners and decoders
216–217
Put-to-light 233
Putaway accuracy 168
Putaway documents 256
Putaway process 256–257

Q
Quality initiative 64
Quality strategies. See Total quality
management
Quantity per 191, 302
Query program 192
Quiet zone 208

R
Radio frequency identification 228–
230, 230, 232, 261
Real-time inventory system 206
Receipt 96
   early 189
   past due 189
Receiving accuracy 167
Receiving process 252–255
Reconciling variances 110–117
Recounts 90, 110, 148
   sample recount document 125
Reorder point 96
Replenishment accuracy 168
Reports
exception 77
Resources 69
Responsibility
everyone 69–75
management 65–69
Returns process 262–264
Reverse sampling 204
RF computers 218, 224
RFID. See Radio frequency identifica-
tion
Ring scanner 223, 224
Root cause measurement 158
Root causes 117
Routing 190
Ruggedized 222

S
Safety 136
Safety stock 64, 93, 170
Same day processing 259
Sampling 182–183
Scales 198–206
   check-weighing 204–205
   counting 199–204
   sample size 201–204
Scorecard. See Weighted scorecard
Scrap 297–298, 303, 306
Screen mapping 236
Screen scraping. See Screen mapping
Section 239
Security. See Theft
Selection criteria. See Data selection
Sequencing. See Data sequencing
Serial number tracking 276
Sets 275
Shelf 240
Shipping accuracy 165–166
Shipping process 258–261
Shrinkage 298. See also Theft
SKU. See Item
Slotting 16
Smart label 228
Smart stand 213
Software implementations 308
Source code 236
Speech recognition 225
Speech-based technology 223, 225–228
Staging areas 18, 255, 261
Standardized containers 12
Standards
performance 71–73
enforcement of 73
Static shelving 17
Stocking type 191
Stocking unit-of-measure 271
Storage methods 15
Subassemblies 299
Substitutions 279
Symbol’s WS series wearable computer 223
System-to-floor 182

T

Tag count. See Count tags
Tare 199
Task authorization 76
Task interleaving 99, 261
Technology 19, 192, 195–246
Terminal emulation 236
Test counts 138
Testing
on procedures 57–59
pre-employment 22
sample test 58
Theft 283–287
Thermal transfer printing 209–210
Tolerances
and check-weighing 205
and cycle count reconciliation 110
and recounts 110
with accuracy measurement 152–154
Total quality management 26, 28

Touch screen 223
TQM. See Total quality management
Training 28, 46, 52–57, 260, 309
assisted 56
classroom 54
cross-training 56
cycle counters 109
new employee 56
on-the-job 55
physical inventories 139
self-paced 56
training materials 49–52
Transaction by exception 43–45, 259
and cycle counting 94
Transaction control
with cycle counting 89, 104–105
with physical inventories 148
Transaction history file 111–112
Transactional variance calculations 158
Transactions
profiles 18
type codes 112
Transfer
between facilities 119. See also
Multi-plant
between storage locations 105
Transitions 308–309

U

Unapproved checks 78
Undecoded scanner 214
Unit load 117
Unit of measure
Unit packs 12, 274
User interface 29–45

V

Variance report 90, 126, 128
Variance-by-production-order report 300
Variance and recounts 110
measuring. See Measurement
reconciling 110–117, 148
questions to ask 113–117
Vehicle-mounted computers 222
Verification counts 106–108
Vocollect 223
Voice directed 225
Voice systems. See Speech-based
technology

W
Wall-to-wall physical inventory. See
Physical inventories
Wand scanner 212
Warehouse Management System
44, 189, 243–244
Wave picking 244, 260
Wearable computer systems 223–
224, 225
Website design programs 51–54
Weight verification 204–205
Weighted scorecard 160, 161
WERC 27
Windows CE 222
WIP. See Work-in-process
WIP variance report. See Variance-by-
production-order report
WMS. See Warehouse Management
System
Word-processing and page layout
programs 51
Work-in-process 299–301, 304
Wrist-worn computer 223

X
XML 45

Z
Zero on hand. 95
Zone 38, 239